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a light ^directing member for directing incident light from the

light source \oward the reflector, the light directing member

including,

a lower \surface having a plurality of convex portions

extending from the\lower surface, each of the convex portions

having a substantially planar surface which is substantially

parallel to the lowe3\^urface, and an angle between the lower

surface and a surface connecting the planar surface of the convex

portion is in a range of

nnectmg thi

\
9\« to 100<

6. (Amended) The device Recording to claim 1, wherein the

planar surface of each convex portion has a substantially circular

shape

.

10. (Amended)\A reflective liquid crystal display device,

comprising

:

a display panel including two substrates spaced apart, liquid

crystal sandwiched between the two substrates, and a reflector to
V

reflect light through the liquid crystal; and

an auxiliary light source device for supplying light to the

display panel, including,

a light source.
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aVight directing member for directing incident light

from the lignt source toward the display panel, the directing

member having lower surface having a plurality of convex

\
portions, each naving a substantially planar surface which is

\
substantially parallel to the lower surface, an angle between the

lower surface and aXsurface connecting the planar surface of the

convex portion being xLn a range of 90° to 100**, and

a light ref\ecting member which guides light from the

\
light source into the light directing member.

11. (Amended) An auxiliary light source device for a

\
reflective liquid crystal display device having a reflector, the

auxiliary light source device comprising:

\
an upper reflective surface to reflect impinging light above a

certain incidence angle; \

\
a lower reflective surface having a plurality of convex

portions extending toward the refO-ector to direct light from the

auxiliary light source device to the reflector; and

\
an entry surface connecting tlfe upper and lower reflective

\
surfaces through which light from a lUght source enters, wherein

\
each convex portion includes a planar p©rtion and sides connecting

\
the planar portion with the lower reflected.ve surface, and an angle
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surface and the sides is in a range of 90° to

'100*>

.

14. (Amended) The device according to claim 11, wherein the

planar portion is substantially\ parallel to the lower reflective

surface

.

21. (Anended) An auxiliary light source device for a

reflective liquid crystal display device having a reflector, the

auxiliary light source device comprising:V̂
a light source extending along a width of the reflector, to

emit light along a length of the reflector; and

a light directing device located above the reflector and

adjacent to the llight source to direct light from the light source

to the reflectori such that a light distribution of light directed

by the light directing device is substantially uniform along the

length of the reflector, and such that the directed light is

Isubstantially perpendicular to the reflector, and the light

directing device^ acludes a plurality of portions extending toward

the reflector, a s 5acing between the portions decreasing along the

length of the ref|ector with increasing distance from the light

source

.
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23. (Amended) The deviqp according to claim 21, wherein the

spacing between adjacent portions is in a range of 10|am to 1000)am

and a width of each portion is less than 100|xm.

24- (Amended) The device according to claim 21, wherein each

of the plurality of portions includes a planar surface parallel to

a lower surface of the light directing device and connected to the

lower surface by at least one sYde oriented substantially

perpendicular to the lower surface. \

Attached is a marked-up version of the changes made to the

application by this Amendment.
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